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Peterson speaks for and to consumers
by Lea Sitton
“I
think
the
consum er
movement is not dead at a ll,”
stated Esther Peterson, special
assistant to President Carter for
consumer affairs, last night in a
lecture sponsored by the Downer
Women’s Council.
Peterson, whose Fox Valley
visit
was
arrang ed
by
Congressm an Robert Cornell,
stressed the significance of the
consumer’s role in the balance of
our economic system.
“ I think the consum er is
essential to our free enterprise
system ,” Peterson said, ex
plaining that public interest
should be among those interests
considered
in
regulatory
decisions.
In more than 50 percent of
these decisions, Peterson con
tinued, there has not been a
representative of public interest.
Peterson expressed d is ap 
pointment over the recent defeat
of a bill supporting such
representation. It was a “ very
simple bill,” she said, insuring
the inclusion of a representative
consumer group in all rule and
regulation decisions.
This defeat, Peterson believes,
largely resulted from
the
business community’s fear of the
consumer movement. Business
feels that the movement is out to
get it.

This fear, Peterson claims, is
unfounded. She stresses that the
movement is not anti-business
and seeks to coordinate all
aspects of the free enterprise
system.
Presently, Peterson feels, this
coordination is being hindered by
a lack of public information. In
order to purchase intelligently,
she explains, the consumer needs
information.
Peterson herself has been
active in campaigning for such
things as the nutritional labeling
of food products. She thinks
labeling should allow for quick
and easy determ ination of
nutritional value.
Peterson maintains that there
is an increasing consumer in
terest in such information. She
sees the consumer’s position as,
“ I earn my dollars, I spend my
dollars, and I want a say in how
they go.”
Because of this increasing
concern, Peterson is urging
students to consider professions
in consum er interest. “ I ’m
convinced,” she says, “ it will be
a big area opening up.”
Although Peterson admits that
the growth of this field is not
im m e d iate ly
evident,
she
maintains it is expanding. “ It’s
down the pike aways,” she
reveals, “ but should consider it
as employment.”

Peterson has worked in the
area of public interest since 1961
when she became the Director of
the Women’s Bureau in the
D epartm ent of Labor under
President Kennedy. Later that
same year, she became assistant
secretary of Labor, a position she
held until 1969.
During this period she also
served as executive vicech airm a n of the P resident’s
Commission in the Status of
Women
( ’61-’63),
special
assistant to the President for
consumer affairs under Johnson
( ’64) and C h a irm an of the
President’s Committee of Con
sumer Interests ( ’64).
In 1970, she became vicepresident of consumer programs
and consumer advisor to the
president for Giant Food.
In her present position as
special assistant to the President
for consumer affairs, she is
consum er spokesperson and
advocate on the P resident’s
personal staff, advising him on
consumer-related matters.
This morning, Peterson met
in form ally with D em ocratic
leaders of the area and held a
press conference at the Rich
mond Square R estau rant in
Appleton. She spent the afternoon
visiting with Lawrence students
and attending classes.

Honors Day
“How to tell students they’re wrong"
Stanley M. Fish, professor of
English at The Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore, will
deliver the annual Honors Day
address Thursday, May 18, at
4:30 p.m. in an all-school con
vocation in the Chapel. His talk is
entitled “ How To Tell A Fresh
man (or Anybody Else) He is
Wrong,” and is open to the public
without charge.
Fish will discuss the structure
of the classroom and ways in
which standards and norm s
operate in this everchanging and
dynamic situation.

The recipients of more than 65
Lawrence awards, prizes and
scholarships, in recognition of
student work in academ ics,
athletics and cam pus and
community involvement, will be
announced at the convocation by
Lawrence President Thomas S.
Smith.
The 1978 H.K. Babcock Award
also will be presented. The
Babcock Award is given annually
to the member of the university
faculty, administration, staff or
alumni who has most aided the
advance of undergraduate en-

terprise. The recipient is selected
by the student body.
Fish has been with The Johns
Hopkins E nglish departm ent
since 1974. His first academic
appointm ent was with the
U niversity of C alifo rnia at
Berkeley, where he taught from
1962 through 1974.
Fish is the author of three
books, including the recently
published “The Living Temple:
Herbert and Catechizing,” and
more than 30 published articles
and reviews.

Esther Peterson
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Trustees to reconvene
by Molly Wyman
The Board of Trustees will visit
the Lawrence cam pus
on
Saturday to meet for the third
time this year. The Chairman of
the Board of Academic Affairs
will present the LUCC proposal
that a student be appointed to sit
with the Board as a non-voting
member. No official action will
be taken, however, until the
Trustees
have
given
the
suggestion serious consideration.
There is little in the way of
substantial change expected this
weekend. President Smith stated
that the visit will primarily serve
to inform the Trustees of current
issues and events at Lawrence.
The Board will meet with Rik
Warch, students, and faculty
members to discuss the rein-

Applications due
Deadline for applications to
LUCC and University Com
mittees is Wednesday, May 17.
Applications are available at
the LUCC office. Those with
questions should contact Barb
Douglas, ext. 649 or Don
Sweeting, ext. 640.

stitution of Freshman Studies
and distribution requirements.
The only official action to be
taken is the “ formality” of ap
proving the granting of degrees
to graduation seniors.
The Committee on Trustees is
expected to nom inate one
representative to the Institute of
P aper C hem istry Board of
Trustees. The Committee on the
Development of Alumnae Affairs
will consider the problem of
allocating funds for the en
dowment and annual budget.
They will set up some kind of
organization chart and decide
what precentage of the alumnae
should be approached
for
donations.
The Committee on Investments
will report on the current market
value of Lawrence investments.
Marwin Wrolstadt will present a
synopsis of business a ffairs,
including the rennovation of
buildings and projects carried
out this year, as well as a forecast
for the next six months.
President Smith will report on
the
faculty
retrenchm ent
program, and the progress of the
admissions effort for 1978-9.

Lawrentian found uncontroversial and not independent
by Jeff Hawley
Who says students don’t have
any opinions?
Last week, 1,100 Lawrentian
surveys were handed out to
students, faculty, and a d 
ministration. 142 of these surveys
have been returned so far.
The purpose of the survey was
to allow Lawrentian readers a
chance to respond to their paper.
There were four questions asked
of each respondent. The first
three questions were mainly
objective, and the fourth question
required a more elaborate
response.
From the number of surveys
returned, results showed that
nearly 95 percent read the
Lawrentian every week, and out
of that number 78 percent read
more than half. Answers to
question number three, “ What
articles would you like to see in
the Lawrentian?” ranged from

“ more investigative stories” (55
percent) to more “ editorials”
and “opinions.” (50 percent).
Another 48 percent of the
respondents wanted to read more
“ student and faculty profiles.”
Also, another 46 percent wanted
to read more local happenings,
area concerts, and upcoming
events.
Some of the biggest complaints
dealt with the typographical andor e ditorial m istakes which
sometimes creep into the paper.
“ Too many mistakes,” and
“ you need a better proofreader”
were found in at least 10 percent
of the surveys returned.
Question number four, (ac
tually a series of questions)
asked the respondent to write
something on the back of the
survey. Most found the writing to
be average or better than
average. They thought the paper
overall was definitely “ not
controversial enough.”

Some of the more interesting
responses included, “ I know
from reading other college
newspapers that the Lawrentian
is lacking in many ways . . . It
would be good to see more indepth work done on what goes on
on this campus.”
“ I find
the
Law rentian
readable, but not particulary
stimulating. If the paper took
time to raise and examine issues
(sexuality, cam pus politics,
energy, etc.) and add personality
profiles, it might be livelier.”
“ The Lawrentian sucks.”
“ The Lawrentian is always a
welcome part of my Friday
happy hours. I am often amused
by the sincerely and purposefully
funny articles.”
“ B-”

“ The Lawrentian is sent to my
parents, but something happens
between Appleton and home
because they get the papers three
weeks (or more) late and they do

not get one every week. If this
continues, next year I will slap a
stamp on the papers and mail
them myself on Saturday after
they come out.”
“ W h a t’s happening? W e’re
sending out a generation of Lane
Coutells, w riting essays on
Flaubert, graduating a couple of
hundred ego maniacs a year
looking for low stumps like rams
in springtime,* wanting only a
little satisfaction and respec
tability. I mean we should be able
to do something better than that.
And it seems the Lawrentian
could do som ething about
something.”
“ Lawrence prides itself on
close faculty-student relations,
which in the opinion of many fall
below student expectations—A
weekly
interview
by
the
Law rentian of one cam pus
professor, picked at random,
might be accepted by students as
an effort being m ade by

professors to better studentfaculty relations.”
“ If anything, the writing is
hardly like a term paper (or if it
is, the term papers must be
pretty poor.)
“ A little more of a sense of
humor and of “ Socratic self
knowledge” would improve its
style—but that could be said of
everything about Law rence—
including this note.”
“The Lawrentian's great this
year.”
“ No serious complaints.”
“ I ’m too lazy to write more
than this statement.”
“ I like it.”
Surveys may be placed in the
envelopes posted around campus
until next Friday. Thereafter
replies may be put in the
Lawrentian mailboxes in Main
Hall. Random Lawrentian sur
veys will be made on a variety of
subjects next year.
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From the sports desk
This is submitted to those on campus who feel somehow
offended or upset at the “humor and-or sarcasm” exhibited on
the sports page. It is our opinion that the purpose of sports at a
small, liberal arts college is to promote the personal en
joyment of the student-athlete and low-key interscholastic
competition for the school.
Why then should we print box scores, play-by-play
analyses, and present the sports news in a generally dry and
unimaginative way when this violates the spirit under which
these sports are played and carried out at Lawrence?
Cries of “immature reporting” and “marginal jour
nalism” attack the sports reporting as unprofessional. But I
ask, are these valid complaints? I think not.
This school is not the University of Michigan where
collegiate sport is big-time business, nor is this the sports desk
of The Chicago Tribune.
We defend our right to report the news in a manner so as to
be informative, enjoyable, and worthwhile reading, while
reflecting the casual essence of Lawrence athletics.
—BRUCE KELM
Editor-in -Chief........................................................................Vanessa Jones
Co-News-Editors................................................Kea Sitton, Molly Wyman
Arts E d it o r .......................................................................... Dorian G. Ross
Student Activities Editors.............................. Pam Marshak, Marcia Jaffe
Business M anager ...........................................................Eric Young
Co-Sports E d ito r s .................................... I^arrv Domash, “Outlaw”
Production E d ito r .......... .........................................Susan Chandler
Photo E d ito r s ...................................Chet Hoskins, Dan McGeeHee

AAA thanks supporters
To the Lawrence Community:
The Association of African
Americans extends its warmest
appreciation to everyone who
supported Black Sympsium '78.
Your contributions distinguished
this year’s event from others in
the past.
Black Symposium always
attempts to reveal dimensions of
Afro-American culture and
concerns which otherwise are
obscured or ignored. This year
we tried to present aspects of the
Black
A m erican’s musical
creativity. In our efforts to do so,
we received generous assistance
from the Conservatory faculty
and students.
We especially extend our
heartfelt thanks to Professor
Marjory Irvin, whose sensitivity
is m atched only
by her
t h o u g h t f u ln e s s .
S p e c ia l
recognition should also be given
to the outstanding artists who
performed the music of Black
American composers. We hope
that others will be inspired to
participate in future Black

Symposia.
To Win Thrall, Sandra Jones.
Frank Duchow, Rabbi, Laurine
Gajewski, Ed Borsky, Fred
Sturm, and Ms. Westover: Thank
you for your kind cooperation.
Many others worked very hard to
create Black Symposium 78; our
thanks to you all.
Gilbert Bond
Robin Broadhead
Cecile Brown
Quinn Curry
Steve Johnson
Ellen Short
Jerry Williams

Omission from Stage article
To the Editor of the Lawrentian:
Thank you for the excellent
report on the completion of The
London Stage project (5 May).
Unfortunately, one very im 
portant name was omitted from
the roll of student editors: Ruth
Steiner, who served the project
steadily and effectively for 3
years.
These student editors deserve
highest praise for their energy,

d e d ic a tio n , in te llig e n c e ,
tirelessness, and scrupulous
attention to detail. When I think
of the great responsibilities these
Lawrentians shouldered and the
tremendous size of their ac
complishment, I ’m proud to be a
member of this University.
Yours sincerely,
BEN BOSS SCH N EIDER, JR .
7 May. 1978

OUR EARTH

Last week, L.U. Recycle
(LURC) called it quits, thus
Advertising M anager...................................................... Ron Lam berton
ending the paper recycling
C o lu m n ists ....................................................... Dave Ehrich, Fafner
program for the Lawrence
Dave McCoIgin, Student Activists on
community. The pickup truck
Food and Population
rolled around campus with its’
Reporters: Hugh Balsam, Dave Becker, Jim Bruno, Lisa Brady,
drunk volunteers for the last
Tom Conway, John Chambers, Jeff Hawley, David Genier, Julie
time. And along with the truck
Jansen, Robin Kipnis, Lisa Kittner, Jane Korducke, Rick Lane,
went all those cluttered boxes
Karen Larkins, Svlvia Longe, Michelle Maturen, Frank Massey,
stuck here and there all over the
Cindy Palma, Phil Polk, A nne Rieselbach, Michael Updike, Jeffrey
campus. I interviewed the, well
Wisser.
he doesn’t have an official title,
P h o to g ra p h e rs ......................................................... Earl Fredricks,
but he answers to the name of
Pete Lane
Dave Ehrich and he seems to tell
Circulation M anager..................................................................Terry Smith
certain people to do certain
Lay-Out.................................................... Amy Bell, Cathy Coates.
things with LURC.
Ellen Cordes Carol Snook, Peggy Zola
Q. Dave, what happened?
A. Well, things just weren’t
working. It seemed that I got
more calls about things that were
going wrong than I saw paper fill
the boxes.
Q. What makes the program
Dear Miss Kovitz,
commodate it by rescheduling work?
A. Basically the program as I
In an effort to enhance my
examinations. How can you, Ms.
obviously superficial knowledge,
Kovitz, accuse a Lawrence in had it set up took alot of volunteer
I decided to elicit the definition of
stitution like Trivia of being help. There were a few people
that handled the regular tasks, a
the term “ learn.” My pfirst step
stuffy and lifeless?
in this procedure was to excavate
Even the streets are learning group of volunteers that helped
my grimy and mildewed lexicon
centers. I know students that will on the big pickups, and of
from beneath the mass of
state, without qualification, that course, a lot of people putting
pedantic language that had ac a year in Plantz Hall taught them
paper in the boxes.
cumulated on its upper surface.
Generally there were one or
more about crossing a street than
Once I had ascertained the
all their previous years of two people in a living area that
location of the word, (between
kept things under control. In both
existence.
Edward Lear and learned) one
Active learning? It can be seen of the litter areas there were
particular aspect of its definition
in action every time students run sadly lacking, especially, paper in
appealed to me. This aspect is “ to
the boxes.
to catch the bus to Alexander
become informed of; find out.” If
Q. Would you say, Dave, that
Gymnasium!
this definition is used, much of
was
the
big
If learning is truly “becoming cooperation
the Lawrence academic com informed and finding out” , living
problem?
m unity becomes m eaningless.
A. Yes, without a constant
at Lawrence contributes far
Consider: What locations and
effort of personally recycling
more than coursework possibly
activities are most responsible
paper, my effort was not worth
could. However, learning is also
for inform ing
the typical
“ the
process
of
gaining
Lawrence scholar? I subm it
knowledge, comprehension, or
Downer Commons as an im  mastery through experience or
portant location. At Downer,
study.” Living at Lawrence (or
students learn the true efficiency
any college) provides ex
and management typical of the
perience; study must then
Hpaw
With the release of “ Heavy
business world in general.
provide education.
Horses,” Jethro Tull has once
Then consider the monument to
What must occur is that taking
again failed to produce a truly
edification known as “ De Bruin
a specific course must be as
rousing studio set. Although the
Bar” , which acquaints students
much a learning experience as
album contains a few good
with businessmen who practice
learning to cross the street once
moments, it more often offers
efficient and intelligent business
was. The major education gap is
further proof of a slump in
practices daily. An Economics
informing the student that insight
creativity for the British band.
course pales in comparison.
is the street that must be crossed.
Since the release of “Thick as a
Active involvement in learning
Most courses make
the
Brick” in 1972, Tull, a rock band
can be especially noted during
examination appear of utmost
heavily influenced by English
the housing process. In this im portance, rather than the
folk music, and to a lesser degree
process, (as well as registration)
knowledge underlying the exam.
by jazz and blues, have been
students finally reali7e that “first
At times, even I attempt to see
unsuccessful in their attempts to
choice” is a short way of saying knowledge as something other
regain the creativity and energy
“ probably not. and don’t look for than an “ A” . The task at hand is
displayed on their earlier “Stand
breaks.” This is incredibly good to convince me, students in
Up,” “ Benefit,” and “Aqualung”
preparation for life’s pitfalls.
general, and then the world, that
albums. Of these unsuccessful
There is additional data. Trivia knowledge does not appear on the
attempts, some have been quite
Weekend is such a contribution to grade report.
dismal as was the case with “ A
a Lawrence student’s erudition
PFINSTER PFINGSTEN PFIG
Passion Play” and “Too Old to
that professors w illingly ac
Rock’n ’Roll: Too Young to Die,”

Pfriday’s Pfig Pffle

Letter to the Editor:
Thank you for publishing my
letter, but I was surprised and
irritated by the incomprehensible
change you made in what I had
written. At the close of the letter,
I wrote of “ food for thought, ‘had
Ahab time to think.’ ”
It was a quotation from
Melville’s Moby Dick: haven’t
any of you ever heard of Ahab???
If you didn’t understand the
reference, the least you could
have done was ask me about it,
rather than make the peculiar
change that you did.
Sincerely,
SONIA KOVITZ

the paper recycled. We had
always hoped that recycling
could become a habit, and that
this habit would be well
established so that when a person
left Lawrence he or she would
never be able to waste paper with
a clear conscious.
Each year that we established
the program, we hoped that the
habit would become more and
more established, but this was
not the case.
Q. Well, how many years has
the program been going?
A. I started in winter term 1976,
as a project for a Freshman
Seminar, But I got a B, and I
would say that this was the first
omen that the project would
never be a complete success.
Q. What was the most disap
pointing thing that ever hap
pened?
A. Well, it was a Colman dining
hall for dinner. I had just set up
table tents telling people about
the program, and what to do.
Without his knowledge, I watched
Dr. George M . Steele Professor of
History Chany criticise my table
tent for nearly a half hour. He
had his whole group reeling in
laughter. It was then that I
realized just how small I was.
Q. Were there any problems
with the adminstration?
A. Mostly neglect and conflict.
I tried to run the whole thing
without getting in anyone’s hair,
but there were certain things that
I needed. So every time I made a
request there was sort of a ten

sion.
But I must say the Physical
plant, Mr. Manuel and Mr. Borski
in particular, have always been
very helpful. It was just that they
were busy on other things. In my
opinion, what was needed was the
program to be institutionalised,
with a paid student worker with
a key to the place, so to speak.
This idea was introduced, but
never accepted. I think there was
just never enough time for the
whole thing. We just got in the
way.
Q. Were the Faculty helpful?
A. Basically No, There were
some that were all too willing to
help out, but many more that
could have cared less. The same
thing was true of the students.
Q. As a final remark, Dave, do
you see the failure of LURC as a
bigger problem?
A. As a matter of fact I do. The
college generation before us put
great
store
in
voluntary
cooperation to fix up society.
They saw this as better than
bureaucratic legislation that was
prone to corruption.
LURC was such an idea. Ob
viously paper is wasted by the ton
in America. At Lawrence we had
a chance to cooperate and see
this waste stopped. I think the
failure of such a program leads
me to believe that consciousness
raising and cooperation were
perhaps too idealistic. So in other
words, we are asking to be told
what to do because we can’t do it
ourselves.

Reviews Jethro TuH feds cam
~

while others, such as last year’s
“Songs From the Wood,” have
boon moderately interesting.
But “ Heavy Horses” offers no
real
deviation
from
the
sometimes pleasing, sometimes
bland and repetitious “Songs
from the Wood” formula. The
arrangements and sound on the
record seem too polished. The
music itself is rather pleasant,
™ , lh,° heavy-handed production
perpetrated by Ian Anderson, the
band's
flutist,
guitarist
S,T,fWrfICr ilnd vocalist' creates
a Wand, overproduced sound
noIw!t‘J i ' fi ed’ lifelcss sou" d
rrT
6 lh<,re are “ me
redeeming virtues on ’Horse* '
Acres Wild" and the albun
track stand out as relative

energetic pieces w hile “ One
Brown Mouse” radiates a mellow
beauty. But these tunes, in the
final analysis, are not enough to
rescue the LP from obscure
oblivion.
This writer wanted to love
“ Heavy Horses” and proclaim it
a return to superior studio music
for Jethro Tull. Unfortunately,
this simply is not the case.
Although Jethro Tull, and par
ticularly front man Ian Anderson
remain one of the most exciting
concert attra ctio n s in rock
music, their studio music, as
evidenced in “ Heavy Horses,
continues to be occasionally
interesting but generally unin
spiring.
—RUSSELL KUNKEL
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Now is the time for all good scientists to come to the aid of their country
by Vanessa Jones
With a speech culminating in a
plea to scientists to enter what he
called the environmental debate,
William D. Ruckelshaus, senior
vice-president for law and cor
porate affairs at Weyerhaueser
Corporation, addressed an In
stitute of P aper Chem istry
Seminar on Wednesday.
Ruckelshaus, who served as
a d m in istra to r of the federal
E n v ir o n m e n t a l
P ro te c tio n
Agency from 1970 to 1973 under
President Nixon, talked on
“ Environmental Issues of the
Wood Products Industry.” Most
of the speech dealt with the
beginnings of environm ental
concern and its position as an
issue today.
According to Ruckelshaus, the
environm ent cam e to the

The excitement which existed
at the beginning of the decade
would be hard to duplicate today,
according
to
Ruckelshaus.
Legitimacy of the concern over
degradation of the environment
was more prominent then.

“Don’t leave it (fighting pollution) to
the lawyers and the politicians or the
rest of us are in trouble.”
“There was a desire among
people in Denver to see the
mountains again, and among
people in Los Angeles to see each
other,” said Ruckelshaus.
Now the environm entalists
must compete with other con
cerned citizens for recognition of
their need for legislation. The

“There was a desire among people in
Denver to see the mountains again,
and among people in Los Angeles to
see each other. ”
forefront as a social issue in the
middle and late sixties when it
was apparent that state controls
were not adequate to cope with
the problem
of pollution.
Momentum for the cause came
from the young; the concern
coincided w ith the anti-war
movement.
A pantheistic approach was
taken by many leaders in the
early days, Ruckelshaus stated.
Their effort came to a head in
April 1970 with National Earth
Day. One year later the federal
E n v ir o n m e n t a l
P ro te c tio n
Agency came into being.

decrease of interest in immediate
solutions for environm ental
problems is partially the result of
going too far and attaining “ too
much too quickly.”
According to Ruckelshaus, the
goals of the EPA were too high in
the beginning. Implementation of
the rash of new legislation and
pollution standards was difficult.
“ If laws
c a n ’t be
im 
plemented,” Ruckelshaus stated,
“ disorder reigns.”
Ruckelshaus emphasized that
pollution legislation is not a
situation in which vested in
d u strial interests oppose the

LU profs go to summer seminars
J. Bruce Brackenridge, pro
fessor of physics and Rachel
France, assistant professor of
theatre and drama, have been
selected to participate in Sum
mer Sem inars for College
Teachers sponsored by the
National Endowment for the
Humanities.
Brackenridge, the Alice G.
Chapman Professor of Physics,
will attend a seminar entitled
“The Medieval World View” at
In d ia n a University Ju ne 15
through August 8 . The seminar
will be conducted by Edward
Grant, professor of history and
the history of science at Indiana.
The seminar will focus on two
fundam ental aspects of the

people. It is a “pressing social
problem.” Industry is, however,
“ the biggest contribution to the
lack of light shed on the subject.”
Concern over the environment
must fit into the “fabric of social
problem s” along with urban

medieval world view: the overall
stru ctural fram ew ork of the
world and the details of cosmic
operations. It also w ill in 
corporate medieval conceptions
of
m ag ic,
w itchcraft,
demonology and the occult
sciences, such as astrology and
alchemy.
France will attend a seminar at
Colum bia U niversity entitled
“ S tability and Change; The
E nligh te nm en t
in
Western
Europe.” Otis E. Fellows, the
Avalon Foundation Professor
E m eritus of H um anitie s at
Columbia, will lead the seminar
which will be held June 12
through August 4.

HUAGRry

problems and dwindling energy
resources. Ruckelshaus stated
that what is needed is a
“ program to address problems in
their totality.” He ended his
speech with a call for scientists to
become more vocal in en
vironmental concerns.
“Don’t leave it to the lawyers
and the politicians or the rest of
us are in trouble,” he stated.
Ruckelshaus served as deputy
attorney general and acting
director of the FBI in 1973 and
assistant attorney general in
1969-70. He referred to the in
troduction he was given as “a
litany of government jobs I held
but couldn’t hang onto.”

William D. Ruckelshaus

Kipnis reflects on 4 years of involvement
by Cindy Palma
Robin Kipnis, looking back on
her four years here, states, “ I
feel like I ’ve done a wide range of
things since I ’ve been at
Lawrence.” As a result of her
many activities, she feels that
she has received a well-rounded
and “excellent education.”
Kipnis came to Lawrence in
1974 with no definite major in
mind. She finally declared a
French major second term of her
junior year “ after a lot of ex
perimenting.” For awhile she
thought of being a Scholar of the
University.
This is an unstructured
program where a student can
explore outside of the regular
class course structure. She
changed her mind, however, and
states that “ I really didn’t trust
myself to take such an un
disciplined route.”
She is currently finishing her
French major by writing an
honors paper on a contemporary
French woman author, Nathalie
Sarraute. Kipnis claims that this
paper gives her the chance to
devote a lot of time to something
in which she is really interested.
She feels that often times a term
“ is not enough time to really
develop an interest.”
In addition to developing in
terests within the scope of her
French major, Kipnis feels that
her involvement outside of the
academic world has been very
important. She says that “ when
involved in other things, time I
spent on studying was much

more worthwhile -- my con
centration was a lot better.”
Her a ctiv ities w ithin and
outside of the Lawrence Com
munity are numerous. Within the
Lawrence Community, Kipnis
has served as a member of the
Honor Council. She found this
experience
to
be
“ very
emotional” and at times very
difficult because “ I tended to
sympathize with the pressure
situations that students are
under.” She feels that her council
experiences were beneficial
because they “taught me how
hard it is to make a judgemental
decision.”
Last year Kipnis started a
women’s literature group which
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she considers “one of the most
satisfying things” she has par
ticipated in at Lawrence. The
group, according to K ipnis,
enabled women to explore a
variety of women’s literature.
“ Through this literature,” Kipnis
adds, “ we were able to talk about
our experiences and our place in
society.”
The coffeehouse, for which
Kipnis serves as coordinator, has
allowed her to have contact with
the Appleton Community as well
as with Lawrence. Kipnis began
working with the coffeehouse last
year when it was just getting off
the ground She has put much
time and effort into it and hopes
that from now on it will be con-

—Photo by Chet Hoskins
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Complete
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308 E. College Ave., Appleton
734 1969, 734-3573

sidered "an institution.”
Kipnis feels that her activities
outside of the Lawrence Com
munity have enabled her to keep
her “ perspective on the world
and the piace of a liberal arts
student in the world.” In addition
to the outside contacts she has
made as coordinator of the
coffeehouse, Kipnis also served
as a volunteer at Planned
Parenthood, and worked with the
elderly through the YMCA.
Kipnis looks favorably upon the
Lawrence programs in which she
was involved. In the summer of
1976 she p articipated in a
geology trip to the Rockies. She
had never taken geology and
discovered the trip to be “ a very
good way of learning it out in the
field.” The following fall she left
the Rockies and headed for Paris
to participate in the French
Program.
Kipnis says that she is “ happy
with the quality of education” she
has received here. She looks upon
all of her activities as a part of
her education and a channel
through which she has broadened
her horizons.
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Darina Doyle directs “The Good Doctor
by Dorian Gray Ross
This is due, in part, to “ the
The Theatre Department will
limited budget allotted to the
present the year’s last student - Theatre Department for such
directed play this weekend.
productions.” This aspect often
These Senior one acts are
proves to be a large deterrant in
sometimes under rated, and the
the choice of available material
purpose misunderstood. Danna
for potential directors.
Doyle ’79, offered some insights
Doyle chose “The Good Doc
into this phenomenon, p a r
tor,” “not because of Neil Simon,
ticu la rly in her upcom ing
but because of it’s Chekovian
production of “The Good Doc
features and my cast strove to
tor,” a Neil Simon adaptation of
capture those elements.
plays by Anton Chekov.
“There is also the challenge of
“The senior one act is the
directing and producing a Chekov
culminating experience of the
play; referred to, by some, as
Theatre major. Laboratory work
‘unproduceable theatre’ ” She
is important to Arts as well as
was also im pressed by the
the Sciences. Too often that
relevant subjects that premeate
aspect is ignored or not con
the various scenes that comprise
sidered.”
this play.
“ Directing a one -act is ‘trying
D anna characterizes “ The
your wings’ and is important
Good Doctor” as a “ ‘bittersweet
because the director is respon
h u m o u r,’
with
very
im 
sible for all aspects of the show:
pressionable contrasts as it’s
the financial aspects as well as
forte.”
the artistic.”
The use of “ Double your
Artistically, Doyle feels the
pleasure” auditions prove to be
role of director should be that of a
successful. Doyle stressed the
moderator as opposed to ‘‘an
advantages of allowing students
autocratic figurehead. A relaxed
to
aud ition
for
m ultiple
atmosphere is more condusive to
productions at one time and in
a creative experience, with more
creasing their chances of being
minds at work to create a unified
cast. She was pleased with the
product.”
in form al atm osphere of the
Doyle also tries to make the
auditions and feels that such
actors’ experience fun. In that
auditions will encourage more
way, the actor leaves the
students to participate.
production with a feeling of
The cast for “The Good Doc
contentment instead of asking
tor” includes: James Cobb, Jr.,
“ why did I bother?”
Mary Jo Howarth ’78, Stuart
On a technical level, Danna
Spencer ’79, Mary Beth Thome
cited the lim ite d production
’79, Rich Roller ’80, and Julie
budget and it’s disadvantages.
Thompson ’81. Llynda Read ’80
The greatest financial burden
was Asst. Director and Rick
stems from the high cost of
Davis ’79 was light designer.
royalties. The Theatre Dept, is
David Brakeman ’78 served as
only able to finance two evening
stage m anager and scenic
perform ances per production.

ACM appointments announced
Two members of the faculty,
George Saunders, Assistant
Professor of Anthropology, and
Samuel Hess, Assistant Professor
of Biology, have been selected to
teach in programs operated by
the Associated Colleges of the
Midwest.
Saunders, who joined the
faculty last fall, will be the
resident director of the ACM’s
Florence Program for the 1979-80
academic year, and Hess has
been appointed instructor of
mycology for the 1978 ACM
Wilderness Field Station summer
session.
The
Florence
P rog ram ,
operated in Florence, Italy, is
designed to give majors in art,
history, modern languages and
the h u m a nities an intensive
experience in the city’s rich

artistic and cultural heritage.
Renaissance-oriented studies are
complimented by courses of
fering an historical context and a
broad perspective of Ita lia n
contributions
to
world
civilization.
The Wilderness Field Station
program , in the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area of northern
Minnesota, serves as a summer
classroom for courses in botany,
field invertebrate zoology, field
vertebrate zoology and en
vironmental biology. Students
explore the roadless wilderness
on foot and by canoe, collecting
and classifying specimens and
pursuing in div idu al research
projects. Hess will be at the Field
Station from July 19 through
August 15.

Rosenberg: future energy options
Robert Rosenberg, McMillan
Professor of Chemistry, has been
selected to participate in a twoweek sum m er institute on
“ Energy Options for the Future.”
Rosenberg is one of 30 professors
who will participate in the in
stitute at the Oak Ridge
Laboratories in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Rosenberg’s session will run
from July 10 through 21. The Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, a
consortium of southeastern
universities that work with Oak

Chaney article
in new anthology
Selections from “The Cult of
K ingship
in
Anglo-Saxon
England,” a book published in
1970 by William Chaney, George
M. Steele Professor of History,
will be reprinted in The Other
Side of Western Civilization:
Readings in Everyday Life, an
anthology of writings for Western
Civilization courses.
The anthology, now in its
second edition, is edited by
Stanley Chodorow and will be
published by Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich in the spring of next
year.
The excerpt from Chaney’s
book chosen to be in the an
thology is entitled “The Victory
of Christianity.”

Ridge
Laboratories
for
educational purposes, sponsors
this series of summer seminars
on topics pertaining to energy.
The institutes are funded by the
United States Department of
Energy.

designer. Linda Pride ’79 was the
costume designer and her
assistant was Penny Schaeffer
’79.
Performances for “The Good
Doctor” are scheduled for Friday
and Saturday evenings, May 12
and 13 at 8:00 p.m. in the Cloak
Experimental Theatre.
In addition to the weekend
performances, this production
will be presented in abbreviated
fashion on Monday, May 15 as
part of the Dinner - Theatre
program, sponsored by Tom
Lonnquist and the Office of
Student Activities. Doyle states
“ I think Mr. Lonnquist should be
commended for creating a
program that allows theatre
productions more exposure in the
comfortable setting of Dinner
Theater.”
The May 15th performance is
scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m. in
the Colman Dining Hall. Tickets
are free and available via the
Food service checkers of the Box
office. Students are cordially
invited to attend.

RICH ROLLER appears in ‘ The Good Doctor” with Marv
—Photo by Chet Hoskins
Thome in the background.

The India program: an adventure
by Frank Massey
At present, Lawrence has four
students attending the India
Studies orientation program at
Carleton College. These students
are preparing for a six month
stay in India from June until
December.
The program includes students
from various colleges in the MidWest. Representatives from
Lawrence this year include,
Hadley Allen, ’80, Anne Coghlan,
’81, Michael Gerlicher, ’79, and
Ellen Rieselbach, ’79.
Professor of Government
Minoo Adenwalla, American
coordinator of the program in
1975, said that “the selection of
students is competitive.” The
program is for upperclassmen,
with freshmen not being con
sidered unless they have some
“ special
background
or
qualification.”
Adenwalla feels that the
program has much to offer in
terested students and that “from
the cultural point of view, it is one
of the richest ACM programs.”
Adenwalla added that “the
India program does demand a
level of maturity, adaptability,
flexibility
and
intellectual
curiosity greater than most
foreign study programs.” The
reason for this, he continued, “ is
that perhaps no other part of the
world is more different from the
U.S. than India.”
Before going to India, the
students spend a ten week term
at
Carleton
College
in
preparation for their trip. They
take three courses; one in
Mahariti (the major language of
Maharashtra, the state in which
Poona is located), a course
developed by the American
director, and a third of their

Uptown College Inn
Barber Shop
313 W. College A ve., Appleton

Styling fo r . . . *5°°

mir and stayed on a houseboat.
choice.
The I.awrentian talked to three They also visited Calcutta and
students who participated in the Bengal. The high-point of their
program last year. Jeff Bruno, trip was seeing a full moon over
’79, Laurie Dantoin, ’79, and the huge dome of the Taj Mahal,
Laura Woda, ’79 all felt that the the three hundred year old
orientation program served to structure bu ilt by an Indian
prepare them for “ culture emperor.
Bruno spent most of his time
shock.”
They became acquainted with hiking through the Himalaya
Indian life through films, lec Mountains in Nepal. He also
tures, and simulations of Indian visited some areas just outside of
life. These simulations exposed Tibet.
Costs of the Indian program
them to situations likely to be
include one-third of the home
encountered in India.
Upon arrival in India, Bruno college’s annual tuition for the
term
and
ap
said that he felt “quite a orientation
change.” Immediately he noticed proximately one-half of the home
“the intensity of everything; college’s annual tuition for the
bright colors, new sounds, smells overseas portion of the program.
and tastes.”
Room and Board at Carleton is
Living with an Indian family is $525.
the major factor in enabling the
There is also a “ program fee’’
students to become more com of $1,500 which covers the cost of
fortable in their new surroun round-trip transp ortatio n bet
dings. Woda said that the family ween Chicago and Poona, room
experience “gives one real in and partial board in Poona, and
sight into the whole of Indian partial reimbursement for field
life.” She felt that her “home” trip expenses. This fee can be
was a place where she could reduced by $500-$600 if grant
relax and even discuss problems. support is obtained.
Bruno felt that it was a good
Bruno, Woda and Dantoin feel
way to become better acquainted that anyone who is genuinely
with the language and to learn interested in the program should
Indian rituals and religious attend. As one student explained,
practices.
India has much to offer including,
In India, classes are held four “great temples, vibrant rivers,
days a week at the University of poverty, cows, huge mountains.”
Poona. There is a large
On Thursday, May 18, these
curriculum which includes In students will present a slide show
dian Philosophy, languages, art on India. Those interested in the
history, and political science.
program are urged to attend and
The threenday weekend was all are welcome.
created to give students free time
A pplications for the 1979
to work on their Independent program will be accepted until
Study projects or to travel.
November 15, 1978. Interested
In August the students are students should see Professor
given a three week vacation and Adenwalla or Professor Jack
many travel throughout India. Stanley of the Religion Depart
Woda and Dantoin visited Kash ment.
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Fraternities in service
by Dorian Gray Ross
Editor's Note:
Fraternities at Lawrence have
been characterized as exclusive,
rowdy, and anti-social. Some
Lawrentians are unaware of the
other functions that are provided
by fraternities. This is the first in
a series of articles, highlighting
P ublic Service contributions made by the fraternities.
The Phi Taus
The Phi Kappa Tau fraternity
has traditionally sponsored at
least one annual public service
activity. In recent years, the Phi
Taus have sponsored a “ Junior
Olympics” for the Children’s
Rec. group.
This group consists of children
from
Appleton
and
the
surrounding areas who meet once
a week for pre-planned activities,
(i.e. Bowling, skating, baseball,
etc.).
This y e a r’s “ O ly m p ic s” is
scheduled for Saturday, May 13,
1978. A ctivities
include
a
modified version of traditional
Olympic events, capped by a
Marathon Run from Alexander
Gym to the Tau house. This will
be followed by a picnic-style
dinner and Awards Ceremony.
The Taus are involved in Ap
pleton community activities as
well. They plan to participate in a
door-to-door campaign for the
Mental Retardation Assoc, and
will collect donations for that
cause.
The Phi Taus are aided in their
endeavors by the “ Sisters of Phi
Kappa T au” , a group of
Lawrentian women, initiated into
the fraternity like the regular
pledges. The Sisters function like
regular members and are an
integral part in the organization.
The I)elts
The Delta Tau Delta frater
nity’s public service functions
are equally traditional. The Delts
are com m itted to two such
projects this term.
They plan to continue the
“ Delts for Dystrophy” drive.
This activity consists of placing
donation cannisters in local bars,
restaurants, etc. These c a n 
nisters are collected during the

last weeks of third term each
year. The donations are sent to
their N ational chapter and
presented on Jerry Lew is’
Muscular Dystrophy Telethon in
September.
The Delts have contacted the
scheduled an activity with
Children’s Rec. They will sponsor
a “ Baseball-Brunch Day.”
The Delts, have contacted the
Mayor’s office and arranged to
help in the distribution of an
Appleton community newsletter.
Also they plan to assist the Ap
pleton chapter of the Boy Scouts.
The Delts will work with men
tally retarded scouts on a one-toone basis.
The two fraternities share
many similar interests and ideas,
pertaining to LU activities.
The Delts sponsor an annual
Halloween party for Faculty
children, aided by the Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority. The
fraternity also co-sponsors the
Gilmore-Davenport Book Award
with the D.G. sorority. The award
is annually presented to a
deserving Lawrentian on Awards
Day, in memory of two students
who died in a canoe accident.
The Taus have instituted a
“Speakers Forum” , a series of
inform al lecture-discussions,
provided by LU ’s administrative
heads. The featured speakers
have included Dean Taylor,
President S m ith, and Vicepresident Warch. These forums
are open to the entire community
and are held in the Phi Tau house.
The Taus and Delts are co
sponsoring a Brat Fry later this
term in the interest of developing
stronger inter-fraternal a c 
tivities.
Both
fraternities
are
characterized by a diversity
within their respective m em 
berships and stress the ad
vantages of such diversity.
“ Fraternity living becomes a
learning experience as well as a
sharing one,” cited a Phi Tau.
The two organizations are both
planning to institute a tradition of
at least one public service
project per term. Their attitude
is the public services help
everyone.

SATURDAY
Registration in the Memorial Union. Please pick up meal tickets,
overnight parking permits, a revised events schedule, etc., at
at this time.
Information Center open in the Memorial Union. Campus guides,
“Lawrentians” and programs for the weekend and C ELE 
BRATE! ’78 available.
Siblings from Milwaukee and Chicago in chartered vehicles will
be dropped off in front of Seeley G. Mudd Library.
Siblings Picnic Luncheon on the Main Hall lawn with faculty
chefs. Lawrentians with siblings and parents are invited. Enterment.*
Open Pool, Alexander Gymnasium. Buses will be leaving every
20 minutes as needed from Seeley G. Mudd Library.
Open Gym, Alexander Gymnasium (IN CASE OF RA IN ONLY)
See above for bus schedule.
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra dress rehearsal, Lawrence Mem
orial Chapel. The public is invited to listen.
Midwest Conference Baseball Playoffs, Whiting Field, Alexander
Gymnasium. See above for bus schedule.
Games for all ages, Union Hill, behind Memorial Union. These
include frisbee, balloon toss, a ‘‘Supersib Contest” sponsored
by the Inter-Fraternity Council and much more. . . prizes!!!
Cartoon Festival (IN CASE OF RA IN ONLY), Viking Room,
downstairs of Memorial Union.
Forum with the directors of the Career Center, Financial Aid
and Admission offices. This is primarily for parents and teen
agers and will be held in the Ormsby Hall lounge. Refreshments
served.
Magic Show with magician Lewis Emmrich, Riverview Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Volleyball Tournament, Main Hall lawn.
Taffy Pull, in front of Memorial Union. Sponsored by Plantz Hall.
Siblings Special Dinner, Downer Commons.
Art exhibit by senior Kreg Scully, Worcester Art Center.
Photo exhibit until 5 p.m. by James Hoskins and Dan McGeHee,
Seeley G. Mudd Library.

11 : 00 - 2:00

11: 00- 2:00

12:00
1 2 :0 0 -2 :0 0

00-4:00
00-4:00
00-5:00
30
30
1:30
2:00

3:00
3:30
4:00
4:00-6:00
All Day
All Day

S A T U R D A Y E V E N IN G
7:00
9:00

Film Classics, Youngchild 161. “ Winnie the Pooh” (7 p.m.) and
“ Butch Cassidy and the Sundance K id” (9:00 p.m.)—two full
length feature films. Siblings admitted free.
“ You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown”, Appleton Repertory Thea
tre, 303 N. Oneida St. Admission charged.
Neil Simon’s “ Good Doctor”, a light family comedy directed
by Danna Doyle, Cloak Theater, Music-Drama Center.
Talent Show, Harper Hall, Music-Drama Center. Members of the
Lawrence Community display their talent (or lack o f...!)
Record Hop by the L.U. disc jockeys,.Colman Dining Hall. Fea
turing your favorites from the 50’s through the 70’s. Refresh
ments available in the Colman lounge.

7:30
8:00

8:00
9:00

SUN DAY

</
\

THE TOTAL PICTURE
205 E. Lawrence St., Appleton, Wl 54911
(414) 731-8950
In the Castle, across from the YMCA

------ -

/

Cameras, Framing, Studio

P iz z a
P a la c e

9:30-10:15
2:00

Siblings Brunch, Downer Commons.
“You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown,” Appleton Repertory Thea
tre, 303 N. Oneida St. Admission charged.
Noon-Dusk
CELEBRA T E! ’78. Lawrence Green. A day-long campus-wide
outdoor carnival for the entire family.
4:00
Buses depart for Milwaukee and Chicago, in back of Plantz.
8:00
Lawrence University Symphony Orchestra Concert, David Beck
er, conductor, Memorial Chapel. A combined concert with the
Appleton East High School orchestra, featuring Tchaikovsky’s
Symphony No. 4, and Strauss’ Horn Concerto with soloist Carol
Conti-Entin, assistant professor of music at Lawrence. Admis
sion free.
•IM PORT AN T! All siblings must attend the Saturday registration in order
to obtain meal tickets.
♦Entertainment provided by John Goodman, Ann Kohlbeck, Mike Minnick, Paul
Schmalz, Doug Segal, Bruce Wermuth.

Book
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enjoy the art of mime or go
through paces in a movement
workshop.
If you have a special interest or
just want to blow off steam, try
the dignified British method of
standing on a soapbox at our new
feature, “ Speaker’s Corner.”
There are no qualifications to
participate in ANY of the ac
tivities at CELEBRATE! ’78.
From noon until dusk, Please
consult the schedule of events for
details. From noon until dusk, an
afternoon of music, mirth and
merriment!

For the past few weeks we’ve
been telling you about all the
fantastic entertainment lined up
for CELEBRATE! ’78. But, there
will be far more to do than simply
sit around and be entertained.
Come as you are, race around
the grounds of CELEBRATE! at
1:00 or participate in the New
Games Workshop. Test your
artistic talent with colored chalk
near the union or fold a paper
airplane and send it soaring down
the median of College Avenue. A
special set of workshops will be
conducted inside the Union and in
the dance circle where you can

if© IMUT

B ake sale--Senior C lass
Bagels--Pan H e l, 1FC
Beer Tent--Phi T au
C o o k ie W a lk - P i P h i p le d g e s
C repes- - French D e p t .
H am b u rg e rs- - Jo sh F a r b e r ,
S u e W it m e r
S o f t Serve Ice Cream-K o h le r H a ll
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Foods-L .U . I n t e r n a t io n a l
B r a ts - C irc le K
T a ffy A p ples- - L C F
C a n d y , Ice C r e a m - H a p p y
J o e ’s
P o p c o r n - A r c h ie M a u k
Y o u r F o o d F o r t u n e fo r th e
D ay-SA FA P

Schedule of
12:00- 12:45

lEvcuia»

Fanfare by the Lawrence University Pep Band and Opening
Addresses by Mayor James Sutherland and President Thomas S m ith /

In front of Main flail
12:15 - 12:45

“The Adventures o f Frog and T oad” /Play for Children, directed by

12:15 - 12:45

Folk songs/Ken Gilstrap /Cafe Mudd

David Klug t/The Main Stage
12:15 - 1:00

Lawrence University Pep Band/Directed by Chad Premeau /In front

of the Chapel
B a llo o n s - K a p p a A lp h a

12:30- 1:00

T h e ta
B io r y t h m B o oth- - P hi T au

1:0 0 -

C u t F lo w e rs- - L .U .C O - O P
D u n k in g B o o t h - S e n io r s
E a ste r S e al Sale--Alpha C h i
F r is b e e s - S ib lin g ’s C o m m .
J u k e b o x - S in f o n ia

P la n t Sale--Plant C lu b
R u m m a g e Sale--Pi P h i
R o c k - a - th o n - P h i- D e lt

In the E ven t of Rain,

CELEBRATE! '78 Continues!
(Everything gets m oved inside)

welcome/Begins at the Speaker’s

Main Stage

1:00- 2:15

Mime, Reid Gilbert/7Vie

1:00- 1:30

The Goliards/Early Music Ensemble directed by Janet Palum bo/

Cafe Mudd
1:00'- 1:45

New Games Workshop/Non-competitive Games for Everyone led
by Wendy Watson/77ie Dance Circle

1:30- 3:30

“ C halkalot” /Chalk your ow n design on the sidewalk for fun or for
the contest —1
C halk provided/Judging at 3:30/Sidewalk in front

M o t h e r ’s D a y Card-M aking-O rm sby

Race around Celebrate!/Everyone

Comer

C lo w n F a c e Painting-D e lta G a m m a

Members o f the Lawrence University Dance C o m pany /“ Over Fire
Island” and “ Becalmed” , Brian Eno/The Dance Circle

of the Memorial Union
1:45- 2:15

Folk songs/Scott M atsum oto, Deb M ohnen, and Jenny Vogel /Cafe

Mudd
2:00- 2:30
2:00- 3:00

Dance Show/The Pandem onium Dance Circus/r/it' Dance Circle
Incredible Human Backgammon G a m e/At the bottom of Union Hill

2:00- 4:00
2:30- 3:00

Bluegrass music/The Piper Road Spring Band///»
Magician, Bruce Hetzler/Gz/e Mudd

2:45 - 3:15
3:00-

Movement Workshop for Dancers and Non-dancers led by members
o f the Pandem onium Dance Circus/77/e Dance Circle
Ultimate Frisbee Semi-Finals//! / the Bottom of Union Hill

3:15- 3:45

Songs o f the Renaissance/Dwight Davis and Pam Frigo ¡Cafe Mudd

2:45- 3:30

The Wonderful World of Puppets” , Puppet and Marionette S how /
Robin Reed Puppets/The Main Stage

3:15 -4:00

front of the Chapel

Mime Workshop led by Reid G ilbert /Riverview Lounge in

the

Memorial Union
3:45 -4:15

Magician, Bruce Hetzler/77ie Main Stage

3:45 -

Paper Airplane Contest/Bring your own or make one there — Paper
provided /Meet in front of Plan tz Hall

4:004:00- 4:30

Ultimate Frisbee Semi-Finals//!/ the Bottom of Union Hill
Folk songs with guitar, banjo, liddle, and dulcimer/M ark Brinkm an
and Sarah Pooler /Cafe Mudd

4:00- 4:30

The Daybreak Singers/On the steps o f the Chapel

SPRING
SUMMER

4:30- 5:00

OPEN
TIL
11 P.M.
DAILY

4:30- 5:15

&

•BOY
*BLUE

5:008:00-

Cucm/The Dance Circle

front of the Chapel
the Bottom of Union Hill
G am e/On the Median of College Avenue

Bluegrass music/Piper Road Spring B and//«
Ultimate Frisbee Finals/^1 /
Formal Croquet

Lawrence Sym phony Orchestra with the A ppleton High School
Last Orchestra/Conducted by David Becker with Guest C onductor
Marvin Rabin/7/u.’ Chapel

9:30- 12:30

Mesa/Dance to original rock /Riverview Lounge in

the Union

Throughout the Day
Oscar the Clow n /Wandering through

Con2n*fAl27hU

WINTER
303 East College Avenue
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911

5:00-

v£/

FALL
Boy Blue

4:30- 5:30

Dance Show/The Pandemonium Dance

“ The Wonderful World o f Puppets” , Puppet and Marionette S h o w /
Robin Reed Puppets/77/e Main Stage

the (¡rounds

PaPCr MUkmS Machinc/Arnold C ru m m cr ¡Near the Northeast

C^rm 7o)C
p alT m !d^llegc

y" " r ° P‘m o m r e s P°nd 10 «'meonc else'sMf the

Join, Senior A ,, Show/Uslic Farwe,, and Sue Tcu.ncr Worcester Art Center
Tours ot tht Greenhouse led bv members o f Plant Clnh/«
times/Between Ortnshy and Stevenson Hall

.

c
u
.
(,rccnhousc ,or
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I
Union Hill
k t t t R oo nit

Greenhouse
Memorial
Union I

Youngchild Hall

Stephenson Hall

Rest Rooms
J I Concession
Concession

Chalk-a-lot
M A IN S T A G E

Worcester
Art
Center I

Concessions
Area
/

Rides Area

Concession

Concession

Concession

Information
/ Booth ^
The
Student Art Area
International Foods

Mudd

Dance Circle

Speaker’s Corner

Artists and Craftsm en

Artists and Craftsm en

College Avenue

Memorial Chapel

Plantz Hall

Muslc-Drama Center

General Director: Michael Sigman
Program Director: Jenni Ester
Activities Co-ordinators: Dan Panncbaker, Nancy Pease
Artistic Supervisor:

Anne Rieselbach

Public Relations Director: Deb Sycamore
Business Manager: Julie Manning
Games Co-ordinator: Mary Jo Johnson
Technical Service: Eric Press

U)i£»on

“The Adventures of Frog and Toad”
Mike Connelly

Je ff Nelson

LouA nn Fischer

Lawrence University Dance Company
Anne Fra oli

K im Longa ere
Ingrid M arkham
Paul Van Steclant

Ralph Harrison
Bertha Hinojosa
Arm cnrah Loving

Wendy Watson

The Goliards
Stephen Bates
Terry Burk

Jo h n Bobalek
Tim Clinch

Martha Duersten

Jim Gandre
Molly Leib
Chris Portzen

Hugh Lavcry
Janet P olum bo

The Daybreak Singers Staff

t * *

at The A th le te ’s
Foot sto re s
W ils o n by Bata Y o u 'd go far to fin d
fin e r a t h le t ic s h o e s for t e n n is , b a s k e t 
ball or r a c q u e tb a ll. C o u p le T H A T w ith
the w e ll- s c h o o le d s p e c ia lis t s at you r
n e a rb y A T H L E T E S F O O T s to r e and you
have it m a d e ' T h e y K N O W h o w to he lp
you s e le c t ju s t the r i g ht sty le in ju s t the
r i g n t fit. for y o u r gam e, on y o u r cou rt.
S^O>vr men s Doly '.'atcn '.enn.s women s
Pciy Mate te~i.s. ~~en's Jon - Wooden
basketball high a-^a ¡cw. men s Poiy
Mate* F've racoue:ba I.

No one know s
t h e a t h l e t e ' s f o o t lik e

Mike and Karen Friis
Tom and M indy Tomazevic
D on and R uth West

Athlete's
Ì U * . Fool

Masters of Ceremony, Main Stage
Jim Deming

f ia

Liz Richtcr

D on Sweeting

Managen* of the Cafe Mudd
Ken Gilstrap

Andy McNeill

In Appleton: 212 E. College Ave., (414) 733 8602

DREW STREET

Cafe
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“22;6”: The study of fatty acids in the nervous system
by Vanessa Jones
Cliffe Joel, associate professor
of chemistry, recently presented
a paper at the American Society
for
N eurochem istry
in
Washington, D C.
The paper, titled “ Central
Nervous System Fatty Acid
Patterns in Water - based In
vertebrates,” was co - authored
by Richard Jerde ’73, Jane
Hansen ’76, Jeanne Marini and
Brooke Schefrin ’77.
The research centered on the
polyunsaturated
fatty
acid
“ 22 :6 .” This fatty acid is found in
especially large am ounts in
human and m am m al brains and
is potentially important in the
transmission of nerve impulses.
Polyunsaturated fatty acids are
distinguished by their large

number of double bonds between
carbon molecules.
The investigation at Lawrence
was done to determine the con
centration of “ 2 2 : 6 ” in in 
vertebrates. A broad variety of
land invertebrates were used in
the
in itia l
experim ents.
Tarantulas, snails, earthworms,
tropical
cockroaches
and
America cockroaches gathered
in Dr. Nicholas M a ra v o lo ’s
greenhouse fell under the scalpel.
Surprisingly, “ 22:6” was not
found in great quantities in the
land invertebrates. Among the
water - based invertebrates it
was found in large amounts in the
nervous system of the octopus,
one of the most intelligent of the
underwater organisms.
Research was also done on the

WEEKEND SPECIAL
only $21.95/9« Mile
Including 200 F R E E miles.
Pick up Friday noon, drop
off Monday at 9 a.m.
Rent a New Ford As Low i4s:

$9 PER DAY; 9C per m ile
Call for Special Holiday Rates and For Reservations:

Dave Brantmeier or Tex Harding - 731-5211
Everything From Pintos to 12 Pass' W agons
You must be 21 years old. to rent

See Ralph Weickel, Ext. 331
Your Student Rep. Co-Op

FORD

APPLETON

sea slug. Malcolm MacDonald
’78, worked with the medicinal
leech, the type commonly found
in swamps and used at one time
to bleed “evil spirits” from the
human body. Ron Kwan ’79, and
Katee Nesvacil ’81, experimented
on large horse shoe crabs flown
in from Florida for their Bio I
project.
Benny Lam ’78, worked with
crayfish and lobsters. Two weeks
ago he presented a paper on his
findings to the undergraduate
research
sym posium
at
M arquette
U niversity
in
Milwaukee.
Jill Swanson ’78, has carried
the research into the area of
insects. She has just finished
working with American scor
pions, the variety most deadly to
humans. The scorpions were
imported live from the Desert
Museum in Tucson, Arizona and
frozen upon arrival at Lawrence.
Swanson is now working with
large Florida grasshoppers. She
is finding that the insects fit into
the pattern established in the
land invertebrates.
The research method involves
extracting a sample of tissue
from the nervous system of the
animal under investigation. This
sample is injected into a gas
chrom atograph. The m achine
separates the sample into up to
several dozen fatty acids.
P eteranne
Joel,
assistant
professor of chem istry, was
involved in the project in
tabulating the separations of the
different fatty acids.
Dr. Joel sees the work as laying
the basis for investigation and
understanding of the more
complex human nervous system.

Malcolm and Jill

—Photo by Dan McOeehee

According to Joel, A ssistant
Professor of chem istry, was
and neurochemists are going to
simple invertebrate systems to
understand the basic operations
of the nervous system.”
Research like done at Law
rence
with
leeches
and

cockroaches, is just becoming
fashionable. Theuseoflobstersand
sea slugs, however, has been in
vogue for some time. One species
that will be investigated in the
future is the hermit crab as it
bridges the gap between land and
water invertebrates.

73 j . 5 5 11
3030 W. College Ave.-2 Blks. E. of 41
Mon., Wed., Fri. ’til 9—Sat. 8-5

Leasing A Rent-A-Car

DAMROW'S
R IS T â ü M îfT
Take a Break
From Downer
2 Blocks from Campus

C O N K E Y 'S
226 E. College A ve.
739-1223

ATTENTION SENIORS!
CAP AND GOWN RENTALS
Must be reserved and paid ($6.00 plus tax) by S a t u r d a y ,
M a y 20, to avoid $2.00 late fee.

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
are now availab le, 50C each or 5 to $2.25

Serving the Finest in

GREEK TRADITION

for your dining pleasure.

Class Rings M ay be O rd ered
ANYTIME
See Bill for details, if you're interested

Soavlakia— Skewered Lamb serv
ed with rice pilaf, salad, Greek
bread and coffee.

Y A ’SO U !
(W elcom e)
^

Serving
Doily

GyiOS— Pita Bread or plate.

★SPECIAL GREEK PLATTER
Also Serving

11 a.m.
to
10 p.m.

e SACANAKI (FIm m i Cfceeu)
e IAKLAVA
• CREEK WINE, BRANDY
and many other entrees.

s e r v in g
fa m ily fu n
Dining Room Only!
I j m i t I C oupo n pe r pe rson

Karras Restaurant
207 N. Appleton St.

739-1122
☆ Carry Outs Available

☆ Cohering A vailab le

103 HIGH AVENUE
O S H K O SH
PLAZA 8
S H EBO YG A N

104 NORTH RICHMOND
APPLETO N

•«Mnil
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Leslie Farwell and Sue Teumer: silver and shells
by Anne Rieselbach
A showing of work by Leslie
Farwell and Sue Teumer will
open this Sunday, May 14, at
Worcester Art Center. The show
is the fourth in the series of senior
art shows this spring. Leslie and
Sue are art education majors, but
each has experimented in other
areas of study at Lawrence as
well as at other schools.
Leslie came to Lawrence in
1973 as a tentative theater major.
While attending the London
Center during her sophomore
year she took an art course from
Professor Thrall, and enjoyed the
course so much that she decided
to major in art.
After her sophomore year,
Leslie
transferred
from
Lawrence to a larger university
to take advantage of a wider
range of courses offerings.
Although the courses she took
were interesting, having 300
people in a class eliminated
many chances for personal
relationships with other students
and with professors and Leslie
missed
the
sm allness
of
Lawrence.
The next year was spent
“taking stock” and working in
Door County as a G raphic
designer. Leslie feels that this
was a v alu ab le experience
because it renewed her interest in
an art career and led her to look
for a more interesting and
fulfilling way to use art in a
career.
When Leslie transferred,
Lawrence did not offer an art
education p rog ram . She has
always been interested in
elementary education, so the
current art education program
was a logical choice. Leslie feels
that art is important for children
because it gives them a needed
outlet “ besides re gurgitating
facts” and that art work provides
an ideal opportunity for them to
express themselves in a situation
where there are no wrong an
swers.
Beside silv e rsm ith in g , her
specialty, Leslie’s work includes

she explains that her greatest
thrill would be “to pass what I
know on to others.”
Sue Teumer transferred to
Lawrence her junior year after
attending three other schools and
considering a major in either
English or Religion. She too is an
Art Education major, and hopes
to pursue a career in education or
in graphic design.
Sue’s part of the show is made
up of pen and ink drawings,
prints, and paintings, including
oils, watercolors, and acrylics.
Most of her draw ings and
paintings contain natural sub-

Sue Teumer
photographs, paper reliefs,
beadwork, and various ex
plorations into other mediums;
many of these explorations are
experiments
for
possible
teaching projects. The works
range from a self portrait done
when she was three to a silver
goblet designed to be used at her
wedding in July.
She feels that the silver goblet
has been her most challenging
piece of work. The cup section
was raised from a flat round of
silver. Working the silver gave
her an opportunity to gain
new insights into the working
potentials and capabilities of
silver, and she has applied this
knowledge to add a more
sculptural quality to the rest of
her work.

T he P u ffin fare
fo r y o u th s.
One of the first things
young Puffins leam to do
is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April 1,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Re
tum tickets are
good for a full
year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book
anytime.

But there’s more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
You II get a
great dinner and
excellent service
on your trip. And
Icelandic will
set you down
right in the mid
dle of the Euro
pean Continent,
where you11 be
just hours away by
train from Europe’s
most famous
landmarks.
So take a travel
tip from Iceland’s
favorite bird.
Leam to fly Icelandic.
See your travel
agent. Or write
Dept. # .152,
Icelandic Airlines.
P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead,
N.Y. 11552. Call
800-555-1212 for
toll fret* number
in your area.

$345
$400
Icelandic to Europe
R o un dtrip 14-45 dav A P E X fare from N.Y.

Kotm dtrip Youth hire. (*<hh I thru age 23.

• S.'»7r. trim i Chrj»||M T V k rt* m ust h r r c s m r d :*> (lav*
p n o t lo departure andpaicl for
days of reservation
A P K X fare r(fe< live June I. 1978.

withmH

avoids depicting the deep or ugly
side of life and aims to portray
the overall beauty in the world.
Many of Sue’s paintings have
brightly
colored
abstract
backgrounds created by sponging
thin layers of acrylic onto the
canvas before the line drawing is
inked in. The background colors
are planned to compliment the
pictures” subjects, such as a
blue-green background in a shell
composition.
Perspective isn’t an important
aspect of design for Sue, who
feels that “ it’s only a theory
a nyw ay.” Yet elements of

—Photo b\Anne Hetielbach

Metalwork has a special appeal
for Leslie, and she strives for a
com bination of sim p licity of
design along with a high degree
of technical craftsmanship. One
of the most rewarding aspects of
working in silver, for Leslie, is
following all of the steps
necessary for a finely finished
piece, despite any additional time
that is involved.
Leslie believes that another
interesting aspect of jewelry
design is in creating abstract
forms. She enjoys working with
concave and convex shapes; her
jewelry and much of her other
work follows this interest in
portraying curvilinear shapes.
Paper reliefs made up of layers
of colored cardboard cut into
sweeping curves and highlighted
by a single streak of color are a
new area of exploration for
Leslie. On the other hand, an
ongoing hobby has been beadweaving. There are several
examples of intricate indian
designs woven in earthern tones,
as well as narrower bands of
irridescent beads.
Leslie enjoys creating and
giving away or selling her art
work, yet she considers herself a
craftsman rather than an artist
and thinks of art as a hobby that
she would like to teach. Rather
than simply creating for herself

Leslie Farwell

—Photo by Anne Heiselbach

jects such as shells, flowers, and
butterflies, drawn in simple,
black outlines. Her selection of
subjects from the natural world
is in tune with her overriding
belief that “God has given the
gifts of nature, and to recreate
them is both a gift and a joy.”
Personal feelings and in 
terpretation also play an im 
portant part in how Sue depicts a
subject. She feels that her style
reflects how she sees the world,
and that an artist
must
enjoy his work or it will
carry little m eaning for the
viewer.
Sue spent last fall and winter
drawing different shells, but
terflies, and birds at the science
halls. Her drawings are always
based in direct observation and
their spontaneous appearance is
the result of an ease gained in a
multitude of earlier dues. Sue

Si/fvcà&iÛtàùcn,<0nc.

composition are very important
in Sue’s work. She feels that
negative space
devoid
of
decoration, as well as positive
space must be considered when
trying to create a well balanced
and effective composition.
Sue wishes that she’d had more
tim e to devote to art at
Lawrence, and sees the work that
she’s done here as a stepping
stone to other things she will do,
as she develops her painting
technique and style.
Ideally Sue would like to have
her own gallery for displaying
her own and other people’s work.
Whatever her future plans, Sue
stressed the need for contact
with.andinspirationfromother ar
tists, either children or con
temporaries. She sees her art,
religious life, and social life as
inseparable and believes an artist
must keep contact with the world
around them in order to receive
fresh inspiration.
Finally, she sees art as an ef
fective way to be able to give
yourself to other people.

Office Furniture ft Supplies-Art ft Drafting Materials
213 E. College Ave, Appleton, Wisconsin 54911

Office Design and Layout Electrostatic Copiers

(Mal 731-9431

WRAP IT UP?
FOR SALE

Hammond 3C O rgan
Excellent Condition

725-4959

MAKE MONEY
This Summer! C a n Y o u Talk A b o u t H I F I?
If you can, I'll show you how to make money this summer
selling hi-fi equipment. No money to invest. It's easy!
It's fun! Call me, Bill Schoonmaker at (301) 488-9600.

Yes, sir! G ift wrapping is one of
the free services at Pah-low’s.
For 15 years we’ve been selling
luggage, leather goods and gifts
in tins area. A nd, we still believe
in pam pering our customers . . .
we love all of you!

PAH-LOW’S
301 W. College. Ph 731-5231

Come See Bob, Harold and
Sharon at

CAMPUS
Barber Shop
129 N DurkeeSt.
at Washington
Call for an Appointment

739-1805
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Appleton scores winning try and . . .LOSES
by Adolf Spike
The International
Rugby
W riters Association (IR W A )
recently voted my younger
brother Adolpho Spike, head
rugger coach at Stevens Point, as
the Wisconsin Rugby Coach of the
Year. The hardy mentor from S.
P. has propelled his one - time
doormat of a team into the ranks
of resepctability in just one
season. Last year, Appleton
destroyed Point by 20-0. But, this
year S. P. took second in the
Claude Allouez Rugby Tourney to
Appleton’s fifth, and they sported
a 7-4 team record going into last
S atu rday’s play against A p
pleton.
Adolpho
is
most
responsible for this turn -around,
but still has not let the claim and
notoriety of his success get to
him : “ T ’was n u ttin ’, n u ttin ’
f a ll.”
Good ol’ Adolpho showed up for
the game against our ruggers last
Saturday 30 minutes late and two
players short of a full side. Yet,
using the sparkling abilities of
leadership which have now made
him famous, Adolpho influenced
two Appletonians to commit high
treason and play for Point. Pete
Prichodko and Pete Shuster
seemed charmed my Adolph’s
toothless smile (it runs in the
fam ily )
and
followed
my
charismatic brother across the
field just like the boys on first
floor Trever follow around the
Fried Piper of Trever Hall in
their continual search for more
“ funny cigarettes.”
The game began with a boom
Boom BOOM for Appleton as they

NU drops
lacrosse team
by Duane Hoover
I managed to reach coach
Brent Erensel ’78, as he trotted
up to the Lawrence-Northwestern
game on the lakefront in Chicago.
Although it was difficult to talk
because of the cheering crowds
and storm-like conditions, I
managed to learn a bit about
Lawrence University lacrosse.
The club was started by the
Kolodner brothers, ’75 and ’76, an
all-state com bination
from
Baltimore. Erensel admits to
em ulating
these
brothers,
especially Kirk, when he coaches
today’s Lawrence team. ‘‘That
means strict training rules: No
women, no booze.” It also means
tough practices, which includes
strenuous conditioning and drills.
“ It pays off in the game,” says
Erensel.
Unfortunately it didn’t pay off
Sunday against Northwestern.
Lawrence lost 6 -1, although
Erensel noted that it was the best
played, best ref’ed game of the
year. “ We had ’em scared for a
while, but we lost momentum
when a few of our players got
in ju re d .”
The coach
was
referring
to
back-to-back
unassisted goals by Scott Davis
and Erensel which put Lawrence
back into the game. But Davis’
goal was called back due to a
“ moving pick” call—LU player
illegally blocked an NU player
from tackling Davis as he shot.
“ W e’re
b u ild in g ,”
says
E rense l.” If we get more
University support, we can get
into the Midwest LAX League,
and play with teams like Min
nesota, Iow a, Chicago, and
Missouri,”
“ If this were done we could get
better players from the east and
west coasts helping to daunt this 3
state
adm ission
problem
Lawrence has,” Erensel said.
It’s true. As NU delivered the
coup de grace some of the
Chicago bystanders were heard
to say about Lawrence,” What
are your SAT scores?” and “ Do
parents go to your school?”

jumped in front 10-0 .
“ Yiannos” Lien scored first on
a try that he didn’t really
deserve. The underground in
stant
replay
showed
that
“ Outlaw” Kelm touched the ball
(which lay all alone in the end
zone) just milliseconds before
“ Yiannos” did. But being the
unselfish player that his is,
“outlaw” let “ Yiannos” have the
credit so that the blond haired
Bohemian could duly impress his
family who were in attendance.
Next, B rian “ Z ane” Fero
exhibited his version of raw
‘‘pachyderm pow er” as he
stomped and trampled several
“ Pointers” (nickname indicating
shape of S.P. player’s heads) en
route to a try. Fero became
wildly ecstatic after his effort as
he even pounded his chest and
headbutted the goal posts Curlystyle to accentuate his jungle
prowess.
While most of Stevens Point
became psyched out of the
athletic supporters, Adolpho,
Prichodko, and Shuster were
undaunted by F ero’s antics.
These three ruggers kept
plugging away, and with minimal
help from their teammates led
S.P. back into the game in the
second half.
The score was 10-8 in favor of
Appleton
when
“ Y ia n n o s ”
propelled a three point penalty

kick fully three inches over the
cross bar from 10 yards out.
The game was in hand 13-8,
when Pete Prichodko squirmed
and wriggled and weaseled and
wormed and .. his way through
his former teammates’ grasps
for a try. Pete’s first score as a
rugger ellicited cries of “ YOU
P U K E !” from the Appleton Club
-- meanwhile Adolpho hit the
extra point and S.P. squeeked out
a 14-13 victory.
Reporters flocked to Prichodko
after the game. The most asked
question was “ How did it feel to
beat your teammates?” The soft
spoken Lawrentian replied:
“ Gee, I just did it for Adolpho and
Lois.”
The w om en’s rugby team
played their first game of the
season and the result was
somewhat embarrassing. S.P.
girls scored 28 points to Ap
pleton’s none, yet in all fairness
to our female ruggers, Point had
a much more experienced squad.
Most of Appleton’s players had
never played a match before last
Saturday.
Our ruggers travel to Madison
this weekend to play in a four
team tournement. Adolpho will
be there with his S.P. ruggers and
the game between Appleton and
Point promises to be a grudge
match. Pete Prichodko is un
decided as to who he will play for.

HANDS: Reaching for a throw in.

Lawreiftiarç
Sports
a Cicotte Root Syndicated Feature
The half-volley is the most important shot in tennis. This week we will consider a
real problem shot: the half-volley into the wind.
It is important, first of all, to know whether you are hitting into a northerly or a
southerly wind. Northerly winds are generally more inconsistent and swirling, while
southerly winds are strong but steady. If your hair length is of the longer variety, it is
maniacal to face a north wind without proper headgear; pith helmets, derbies and
even shower caps will work well for this purpose.
The ready position for the half-volley into the wind is the same as that for the
normal half-volley: the player should be facing the net with the racket cocked behind
his head. Play the ball so that if you let it go, it would hit your left kneecap. However,
as a rule of thumb, do not let the ball go; who wants to be hit in the kneecap?
The legs should be perfectly straight, as precious cartilage can be damaged if
the knees are bent The eyes should be focused on the left net post—this will give
the player a sense of court position. With the racket cocked behind your head, it’s a
trick to get it down by your left kneecap, so the stroke requires a spasmodic motion
with lots of quirky wrist action. The wrist should imitate a wet noodle being used to
punish a Ukrainian prisoner of war.
The follow through should find the player spun completely around with his back
to the net and his head twisted toward the ground. If this motion is not completed,
the player risks eye damage from facing the wind. (Special caution to contact
wearers.) Torben Ulrich, the world's premier windy day half-volleyer, winds up on his
back after each successful shot.
Next week: How to Beat Yourself.

—Photo 6v l)an McGeehee

Tennis team wins two
by Gary Robelan
(Eddie Cicotte and Charlie
Root are vacationing this week,
covering the Appleton Foxes’
games. They report that the
Foxes are winning free french
fries for the fans and that things
are going well. Players to be
watched are Lorenzo “ Tortoise”
G ray and H arry Chappas,
thought by few to be the next
Eddie Gaedel. The journalists
will return with their regular
column next week.)
This week the Lawrence tennis
team won two meets; their
record, hence, for the week, thus:
two wins and no losses. Both
meets, of course, had lots of
suspense, as expected, and the
outcome of each one resulted in a
win for the Vikings.
Thursday, against St. Norbert
on Thursday, Cron Mueller, Gary
Roblein, and Dan Bern won
singles matches, respectively. No
one else from Lawrence won
their singles m atches; these
three were the only winners of
singles competition.

The No. 3 doubles team then
won their No. 3 doubles match,
with the No. 1 doubles team doing
unlikewise. With the meet score
tied at four all, the No. 2 doubles
team of Mueller and Bern went
right down to the wire.
With the score 4-4 in the final
tiebreaker, Danny Bern hit a
heavenly overhead for victory.
Mueller and Bern won the match.
After their 1-6 , 7-6, 7-6 win,
Mueller said, “ It was a good
match, but it was a long m atch.”
On Saturday, the Lawrence
tennis squad took their second
straight 5-4 win over the
University of Chicago, winning it
5-4. Roblein and Bern won their
singles, but no one else did, those
two being the only ones to win.
Down 4-2 after singles, the Vikes
surprised even themselves by
winning all three doubles m at
ches.
Interestingly enough, all three
doubles matches were won by a
score of 6-3, 7-5. An act of
Jehovah?

MMMN

It's Nice to See A Familiar Face
With Familiar Names in Tennis,
les, Back Pack, Swim and Water Ski
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SKI AND SPECIALTY SPORTS

3203 W. C O LLEG E AVE., APPLETON
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Women’s track places 1st
by K evin R e te lle

The Lawrence women’s track
team wound up its season last
week by winning the WIC-WAC
Championships. The Vikes took
ten of a possible fifteen firsts to
amass 220 points, 48 ahead of
runner - up Ripon. Also ten new
records were set, six by the LU
women.

Senior Mary Reed was the
highest point scorer with two
firsts, one 3rd and three 4ths.
Seniors Sue Schneider and Anne
Hathaway came in in a dead heat
in the mile to set a new con
ference, varsity, and field record
of 5:30.5. Schneider also won the
two mile and placed 4th in the 880.
The other senior on the team,
Beth Ann Bonner, turned in a
time of 2:38.9 to win the 880.
Freshman Lisa Hollensteiner
had a double win in the 440 and
220 and took second in the long
jump. Hollensteiner’s time of 62.1
in the 440 was a new conference,
varsity, and field record and her
27.8 in the 220 a new conference
record. Quinn Curry ’81, jumped
15’M>” for a record in the long
jump and placed 3rd in the high
jump.
Other placers were: V icki
Corbeil ’80, 2nd shot put, 3rd

javelin, discus and long jump, 5th
high jum p; Sue Davies ’79, 4th
jav e lin
and 440; Michelle
Maturen ’81, 2nd 100m. and 400m.
hurdles; Julia Hannan ’79, 3rd
two mile; Sue McGrath ’80, 4th
mile; Ann Smith ’81, 4th 880; and
Cindy Boeye ’81, 5th 100 m.
hurdles.
Both LU relay teams set new
conference and varsity records.
The team of Hollensteiner,
Curry, Corbeil, and Reed ran 54.9
in the 440 relay and the team of
Hollensteiner, Davies, Bonner,
and Hathaway ran 4:24.2 in thè
mile relay. This concludes a fine
season for the women who have
worked hard and set many new
records this year.
In the Beloit Relays this past
weekend the LU men’s track
team scored 38 points on the
efforts of Ron Wopat ’78, Jim
Miller ’80, and Kevin Retelle ’78.
Wopat had wins in the shot put
and discus as well as a 4th in the
javelin. His throw of 171’ in the
discus was a new meet and
varsity record. Miller also set a
meet and varsity mark as he won
the three mile in 14:25.9. Retelle
was the only other placer with a
4th in the mile run.

CORBEIL hands off to Reed
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The sa g a o f LU b aseb all’s “Incredible Journey” co n tin u e s
by D. Gennerrett
Another week has passed, and
the continuing saga of the
Lawrence Baseball team grows
more intense as playoffs draw
near. The Vikes readied them
selves for tomorrow’s showdown
with Lake Forest by stomping St.
Norbert 10-1 last Friday, and by
sweeping the pseudo - athletes
from Waukesha Tech. 4-1, and 6-2
in Wednesday’s twin bill at
Whiting Field.
I say pseudo - athletes not
because the Waukesha boys were
“ false”
or
“ unreal
(img in a ry ?),” but because their
level of athletic desire and in
tensity was far below the stan
dards of Lawrence athletes.
1 mean, you wouldn’t hear of
Bill Simon and-or Handsome
Rich Faust lighting up a cigarette
between gam es and saying,
“Duh, does we gots to play a
nudder one?” No sir.
Anyway, Lawrence dashed the
hopes of the stan ding room
only throng of 12, as they buried
host St. Norbert 10-1. The Green
Knights
were
extrem ely
hospitable indeed as they played
dead all day, enabling the visiting
Vikes to even their season record
at 10-10.
Once again the pitching of John
“I ’m playing 3rd next year” Bill

and the timely hitting of the
whole Lawrence team (except
“Giggles” Blasio) stopped the St.
Norbert team cold. “ J.B .” struck
out seven and exhibited fine
humor in coming in off of the field
after mowing down an inning’s
worth of Green Kinghts.
Meanwhile, the L.U. offense
mustered 10 runs on 11 hits, all of
them of the line shot variety.
O.K., so I lie just a bit (come and
get me Honor Council). Anyway,
since the day was a big success,
Coach Agness broke his piggy bank (or was it a horsey?) and
treated the team to a robust meal
at the world famous “Tom’s
Drive - In.”
And he got change back from
his dollar.
Moving right along (it can’t get
any worse, right?), Wednesday
saw the Vikes sweep Waukesha
Tech 4-1, and 6-2, even though the
team was still suffering the
after-effects from Friday’s visit
to “Tom’s D .I.”
Dave “my tan is my life” Hill
spun a nifty three-hitter in
winning the first game. He struck
out twelve, missing the LU
record for strikeouts by four. Hell
of a fact.
Jim “ Phi Dog” Petran’s two
homeruns provided most of the
offensive punch, although Bill

“don’t touch me there” Simon
also had a pair of hits.
It must be pointed out that
Wednesday was a day of “firsts”
for the round - bailers (no kinky
connotation intended). Con
sidering that: 1. the Vikes wore
their old white uniforms, 2 . Jeff
Heimermann didn’t run into any
fences, 3. Paul Gebhardt didn’t
get thrown out of the game, 4 .
Paul Scaffidi didn’t walk, and 5 .
Geoff Grieve d id n ’t call an
umpire a synonym for Dung head, one must conclude that it
was indeed a day of “ firsts.”
And I forgot to mention the
fans! The normally boisterous,
rowdy, and downright coarse and
obnoxious Whiting Field fanatics
seemed very quiet, and almost
timid, like they were asleep or in
class. This is not to say that the
Vikes were putting the fans to
sleep (don’t read things into my
article!), because after the first
g am e’s thrilling victory, the
Vikes wrapped up Game Two
which starred “U-9ers” Brian
Fenhaus and Brian Schneider in
starting roles.
“ Heads Up” Schneider blasted
his first collegiate homerun in the
second inning and then managed
to find his way around the bases
(touching all of them I may add)
without the aid of chalk lines or

flashing arrows. He’s come a
long way.
“ Don’t call me Fernwood”
Fenhaus also contributed a hit in
the second game and more im 
portantly, psyched out the
Waukesha team with a awesome
display of suave sophistication at
third base. As Brian himself
says, “ So what if I can’t field, I ’m
gorgeous.”
Jim Petran added a couple
more hits to his days’ output (I
won’t tell that he went 5 for 5), as
did Rich Faust. The handsome,
part - time Coke driver collected
two doubles (which upped his
season’s total base mark to four)
and also had a save, for being the
last pitcher to face the pathetic
Techies.
The Vikes, (12-10) face Lake
Forest tomorrow in the best 2 out
of 3 series to determine the
Eastern Division Championship.
The first game starts at high
noon, which incidently coincides
with the tapping of the first half barrel donated by the ever generous diamond - men.
For you Sci - Hall people, this
means F R E E BEER. Got it? For
you seniors, this is the last
chance to see a home baseball
game, and since it’s a graduation
requirement, some of you better
get those cheeks in gear.

The Vikes will once again be
clad in last y ear’s “ lucky
whites,” and Coach Agness will
wear garlic around his neck to
drive away evil spirits and
hostile, frustrated women who
long for his body.
In closing, the Vikes have
complained to yours truly about
the lack of photo - journalism
coverage the team has received.
They sym pathize with this
reporter because he must “ paint
the picture” for his readers
without any help from a picture
of an exciting play or interesting
situation. (Have an idea sports
editor).
To you, Vikes, I say: “ Don’t
feel so persecuted.” After all,
none of you are as pleasing to the
eye as Rick Lane pointing to a
crack in the wall (or is it his
head?)
or
Adolph
Spike
spreading his Cheeks.
Vikes, you must admit, each of
those pictures is w o rth a
thousand words. Until one of your
players does something exciting,
like eating paste, or making
obscene gestures with a bratwurst, I wouldn’t expect a picture
to be printed in an exciting,
provocative paper like the
Lawrentian. So there.
E d ito r ’s N ote: W ith all the flak
I ’m getting, y o u ’re lucky these
article s are printed . SO T H E R E .

. . .For the finest service in stereo or T V , call

PROCftESSIUE ELECTRONICS
731-0079, 105 S. Buchanan, Appleton

Submarine Sandwiches
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C h eese Sub plus
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(Well Worth the Walk)
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Campus Notes

SATURDAY

7:00 p.m.—Film, "Winnie the Pooh," Y161.
8:00 p.m.—Play, “ The Good Doctor,"
Cloak Theatre.
8:30 p.m.—Worship, Sage Lounge.
9.00 p.m.—Film, “ Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid," Y-161.
SUNDAY

4:00 p.m.—Co-op meeting, Riverview
6:30 p.m.—Dinner Theatre, Colman
Dining Hall.
8:00 p.m.—Concert, LU Symphony
Orchestra, Chapel.
9:00 p.m.—Coffeehouse.
9:30 p.m.—Trever Cousins Sandwich
Sale, Trever Lounge.
MONDAY

4:15 p.m.—LUCC meeting, Riverview
4:15 p.m.—Lecture, Ken Goosens, MH
111.

4:30 p.m.—Chemistry Seminar, Gary
Robelen, 78. Y 161
4:15 p.m.—LUCC meeting on proposed
budget, Riverview Lounge.
6:30 p.m.—Newman Discussion, Sage
Lounge
7:00 p.m.—Student Recital, Harper Hall.
7:30 p.m. Folk Dancing, Riverview.
8:00 p.m.—Discussion, Committee for
Gay Awareness, Hamar Room.
8:30 p.m.—Recital, Medieval and
Renaissance class, Harper Hall.
TUESDAY

7:00 a.m.—Room lottery, Riverview
12:00 p.m.—Films, in conjunction with
“ Planned Famine," Riverview.
4:15 p.m.—Lecture, Murray Blum, Y161
4:30 p.m.—Chemistry Seminar, David
Bouc, '78, Y161.
5:00 p.m.—Spaghetti Dinner, Delt
House.
8:30 p.m.—Faculty Recital, Susan
Woodward, Harper Hall.
9:00 p.m.—Films, Viking Room.
WEDNESDAY

7:00 a.m.—Room Lottery, Riverview.
7:45 a.m.—Worship, Chapel.
4:15 p.m.—Lecture, Ken Goosens, MH
111.

4:30 p.m.—Lecture, Murray Blum, Y-161.
8:00 p.m.—Lecture, Mojmir Povolny, Art
Center.
8:00 p.m.—Recital, John Haack, '78,
Harper Hall.
THURSDAY

12:30 p.m.—Entertainment a la Carte,
Riverview
1:30 p.m.—Lecture, Murray Blum, Y201

4:30 p.m.—Honors Day Convocation,
Chapel.
FRIDAY

2:50 p.m.—Chemistry Seminar, John
Fisher, '78, Y-161.

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Dinner Theatre

“ The Good Doctor," an adaptation of
seven stories by Anton Chekov, will be
the Dinner Theatre fare, Monday, May
15. Performance begins at 6:30 p.m. in
Colman Dining Hall. Tickets are free and
can be obtained from food service
checkers and LU Box Office.

Spaghetti!

The Delta Tau Delta and Delta
Gamma pledges are sponsoring a
spaghetti dinner Dinner will be served
from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. at the Delt house
on Tuesday, May 16. Money raised at
this event will go to the “ Delt-DG Book
Fund" which is then given to a deser
ving student for books. Tickets are
available from members and at the
door.
Entomology Prof. Lectures

Lectures on the behavior and
chemistry of insects will be presented at
Lawrence University Wednesday and
Thursday, May 17 and 18. Dr. Murray
Blum, professor of entomology at the
University of Georgia in Athens, Ga., is
the speaker.
LU Philosophy Prof. Lectures.

Sublimal persuasion, the attempt to
persuade people through subconscious
means, will be the topic of discussion in
a Main Hall Forum at Lawrence
University Monday, May 15, at 4:15 p.m.
Lawrence
University.
Assistant
Professor of Philosophy, Ken Goosens,
will speak in Room 111 of Lawrence’s
Main Hall. The lecture is free and open
to the public.
Photography Display at LU

A photography exhibit by Lawrence
University student Molly Teas will be on
display May 15 to June 3 in Lawrence's
Seeley G. Mudd Library. Approximately
40 prints will be exhibited
Lawrence Prof. gives Phi
Beta Kappa Lecture

The changing future of Eastern and
Western Europe will be the topic of
discussion in a Phi Beta Kappa spon
sored lecture at Lawrence University
Wednesday, May 17 at 8 p.m. Mojmir
Povolny, the Henry M. Wriston Professor
of Social Sciences at Lawrence, will
speak on "Eastern Europe Looks at
Europe’s Future." The lecture will be
held in Lawrence’s Worcester Art
Center and is free and open to the
public.
Interested in Planning Energy Fair?

The Office of Campus Life is seeking
interested members of the Lawrence
community who would like to assist in
planning an Energy Fair which will be
scheduled for the middle of May 1979.
We need coordinators for the following
events: Speakers Forum, commercial
exhibits, school demonstrations and
competition, displays, public relations,
welcoming, housing, and transportation.
If you are interested, please contact
Tom Lonnquist at ext. 542 ASAP.
Attention Transfer Students

The New Student Week Committee is
looking for a transfer student to
coordinate activities for transfer
students during NSW 1978; call
Campus Life.
"You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown"

Appleton Repertory Theatre presents
"You’re A Good Man, Charlie Brown," a
musical entertainment by Charles M.
Schulz. Music and lyrics by Clark
Gesner. Performance dates: Fri., May 12
and Sat., May 13 at 8:05 p.m.; Sun., May
14 at 2:05 p.m.; Thurs., May 18 through
Sat, May 20 at 8:05 p.m. For reser
vations call the ART Box Office, 7318066.
Movie Changes

LUCC Budget
The LUCC Committee on
Committees will be presenting
its proposed budget for all
organizations which have
requested funds for the 19781979 academic year at Mon
day’s meeting. The meeting
will be held at 4:15 in River
view Lounge.

Tonight at 8 p.m. in Harper
H all, mezzo-soprano Jackie
Barlow will present a recital,
Biorhythms For Sale
assisted by pianists Jeff Gibbens
The study of biorhythms - your body’s
and Mari Taniguchi. Jackie will
biological cycles - is a fast • growing
be singing selections by Chelleri,
science.
Cimarosa, Mahler, Strauss, and
Biorhythms are cycles that begin the
Chausson. She will also sing
day you are born and continue in
regular patterns throughout your life.
Saint-Saëns’ “ Am our viens
They can be used to predict and explain
aider” from “ Samson et D alila” ,
behavior.
and Jeff Gibbens’ Four Poems of
The biorhythm cycle is divided equally
Emily Dickinson.
between “ high" and "low” days. On a
Sunday, May 14 at 8 p.m. in the
"high" day a person has a high capacity
to expend energy, and on a “ low" day
Chapel, the Lawrence Symphony
the person is storing energy, con Orchestra will present a concert.
sequently, he doesn’t function as well on
Directed by faculty member
a low day as on a high day.
David Becker, they will play
"Biorhythm s," sponsored by Phi
Tchaikowsky’s Symphony No. 4
Kappa Tau, will be on sale this Sunday at
CELEBRATE! '78
in f minor, Opus 36, and Strauss’
Announcing; Trever T-Shirts (Second Second Horn Concerto. Faculty
member Carol Conti-Entin will
Edition). There even bigger and better
this time! Three colors: red, blue, and be the guest artist for the Strauss.
yellow. Sizes: S, M, L. Only $3.50! (Best
The Lawrence Orchestra will
price on campus.)
be joined by members of the
Deadline for ordering: Midnight
Monday, May 15. Call: Sheri (ext. 313), Appleton E ast High School
Symphony for a performance of
Peter (ext. 320), Greg (ext. 319).
Excellent Slide Showing
Rimsky-Korsakov’s “ Procession
Got some great slides and no one to of the Nobles’’ from the opera
show them to?? Bring them to the M ’Lada, which will be directed
Trever Party on May 27 (not yet of
ficially announced, but you’ll be hearing by guest conductor and clinician
from us!). We’re looking for the cream of Dr. Marvin Rabin.
Rabin is the director of the
the crop from your hiking trips in the
Appalacians, trips to the Bahamas, etc. Wisconsin String Development
Get them out and brush off the dust!
Program for the University of
Wisconsin-Extension and the
School of Music and is the
founding conductor of the
Wisconsin Youth Symphony
Dear Mr. President:
Thank-you for a wonderful weekend. O rchestra.
He w ill spend
It was truly an experience! The Pledges. Saturday
and
Sunday
in
workshops and
WANTED—One fingernail thought to rehearsals,
the orchestra
be lost in the snow on the Oconto River. clinics w ith
members. On Sunday’s program,
If recovered, please call Julia at ext. 362.
he will also conduct the East H.S.
TWO CHARMING YOUNG LADIES Symphony in a performance of
would like to beg, borrow, or share a car Ralph Vaughn W illiams’ English
to Minneapolis for the weekend of May
Folk Songs.
17 20. Contact: P. Nelson, ext. 352. A
Monday, May 15at 7 p.m. in the
good time will be had by all.
Chapel, there will be another
TO JOAN—Sunday is dedicated to you student recital. Organist David
because you could be considered the Heller will be performing Bach’s
person who DROVE me to do this in the Prelude and Fugue in C Major,
first place.
and Randy Swanson, another
DEAR DAVE—Do you really think that organist, w ill play L a n g la is ’
Dialogue on the Mixtures. Bob
bluegrass and Tchaikovsky mix?
Braun will play Barney Childs’
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JACK AND Sonata for Solo Trombone, and
GREG—Don’t blow it away. Love, Paula trombonist Colleen Peters will
and Liz.
play Marcello’s Sonata in F
BLKJMD3—Thought I’d forget. No Major.
Also included in the program is
way. . . the end is in sight honors all the
way.
M a u ric e ’s
Tableaux
de
Provence,
perform ed
by
“ ALL THE WORLD’S A STOOGE?!’’ saxophonist John Stoner, and
Sure, along with Hardy and Laurel’s
"Any Old Port" and the Bunny's “ Prince Bolling’s Suite for Flute and Jazz
Violent.” All in the Viking Room this Piano, performed by Tim Haley,
Tuesday, May 16 at 9:00, 10:00 and drums; Vicki Handevidt, piano;
11:00 p.m.
Ann Kohlbeck, string bass; and
Jan Rosenthal, flute.
TO THE BIRTHDAY BUNNY—
At 8:30 p.m. the same evening
Excellent party!! You did a super job!
in Harper Hall, the Medieval and
Love, the friends of J. (W.D.) Z. PS.
Renaissance Music History class
Sorry we couldn't write this in Sanscrit.
P.P.S. P A says those were the longest 5 will present a program of early
minutes of his life.
music. The program features the
members of the class in vocal and

General Announcements

TONIGHT

4:00 p.m.—Free beer, Art Annex lawn.
4:00 p.m.—Happy Hour, Viking Room.
7:00 p.m.—Film, “ Winnie the Pooh," Y161.
8:00 p.m.—Recital, Jacqueline Barlow,
'78, Harper Hall.
8:00 p.m.—Play, "The Good Doctor,"
Cloak Theater.
9:00 p.m.—Film, "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid," Y-161.

Con-Notations

Please note the following changes in
the film schedule: "Emmanuelle” will
not be shown this weekend. It has been
rescheduled for May 26-27. In it’s place
will be “ Winnie the Pooh" at 7:00, and
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid"
at 10:00 on both Friday and Saturday
nights. “ Alice Doesn’ t Live Here
Anymore" (originally scheduled for May
26 - 27) will not be rescheduled.
Second Edition Trever T-Shirts

If you unfortunately missed the op
portunity to own a TREVER HEIGHTS Tshirt in the fall, a second printing is on
the way!!

Personals

THIS SHOULD COVER everyone who
forgot . . . "Happy Mother's Day from

instrum ental ensembles per
form ing m usic of both the
m edieval
and
Renaissance
periods. This is vo"i chance to
hear such thing., as an ars antiqua motet, Burgundian fauxbourdon, and even see per
form ance of a R enaissance
da.ce.
Tuesday, May 16 at 11:15 a.m.,
a student recital w ill be
presented in H arper H all.
Saxophonist Doug Segal will play
Ibert-M ule’s H istories—pour
saxophone et piano, soprano
Terry Brown will sing selections
by Handel and Faure, and
Piston’s Suite for Oboe and Piano
will be performed by Tim Clinch
and Chris Gallaway. Soprano
Shelly Mahn will sing Blute Nur,
an aria from Bach’s St. Matthew
Passion, and Robin Valdez,
mezzo-soprano, w ill sing a
Samuel
B arber
song
and
“ Barbara Allen” , an old English
melody. Bernie Asher, marimba,
will perform Pitfield’s Sonata.
F aculty
m em ber
Susan
Woodard will present a piano
recital Tuesday, May 16 at 8:30
p.m . in H arper H all. Her
program
w ill
include
Beethoven’s Sonata in E Major,
Opus 109 and three selections by
Rachmaninoff. She will also play
Debussy’s Images (Set II) and
Chopin’s Andante spinato and
Grande Polonaise.
Percussionist John Haack will
present a recital Wednesday,
May 17 at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall.
He will perform Gibson’s RDH
for Marimba and Piano, two of
Carter’s Eight Pieces for Four
Timpani, and Victor Feldm an’s
arrangement of “ Danny Boy” for
solo vibraphone. John will per
form another piece for solo
vibraphone entitled “ Enihs” , by
Gary Burton, and he will also
play Sifler’s Marimba Suite. He
will end his program with a
perform ance
of
his
own
arrangement of Ralph Towner’s
“ A uro ra” , assisted by Mike
Sigman, bass; and Bruce Wermuth, Rhodes piano.
Thursday, May 18 at 8:30 p.m.
cellist Sara Matthews and mezzosoprano Karen Tunks will
present a recital in Harper Hall.
Sara, assisted by pianist Roy
Underhill, will play Bach’s Suite
No. 2 in d minor and Kodaly’s
Sonata, Opus 4, for Cello and
Piano. Karen will sing selections
by Schumann, Faure and Rorem,
assisted by pianist Jean Bauman.
Bach’s Aria “ Bekennen will ich
seinen Namen” will be per
formed by Karen, Sara, Ellen
Lovelace and Margo Hoecherl,
violins; and Tim Fale, harp
sichord.

everyone to all of you mothers out
there."

TO THE CAMPUS AT LARGE: Paul
Gebhardt and Kyle Bollmeier are not
Phi Delts. At least know who we are
before you start taking cheap shots!!!

Classies
TO THE STUDENTS OF ITALIAN 10:
Anyone who wants to sell their copy of
Irregular Verbs of Italian at the end of
the term, please see me before
Conkey's. Cathy O’Connor, ext. 341.
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Co-op O ffico H ours:
Mon. & Tues., 4:00-5:15
Wed., Thurs., and Fri., 10:30-11:45
Ext. 654

O u tin g Room H ours:
3-5 p.m. on Fridays
or call Phil Brick, Ext. 358

• E lip and Save

Watch For

Co-op Flower Sole
During CELEBRATE.
Co-op will be selling

Larry U T-Shirts
at Downer and Colman
during lunch and dinner

Concert Run to Milw« Stadium
for: NAZARETH, JEFFERSON STARSHIP,
FOREIGNER and BOB WELCH
Cost: $5.00
Deadline: May 23rd
Van leaves Union at 3 p.m., concert starts at 7:30 p.m.
Questions?
Call Bret, Ext 613 or Co-op, ext. 654 during office hours

The Lawrence Office of Public Relations needs black and
white photographs and color slides depicting student life
for the next issue of “About Lawrence.” We will pay $2
for each photo selected and are particularly interested in
photos showing Lawrence students engaged in activities on
campus or in off-campus programs. We also need students
shown in informal settings — in dorms, on campus, in the
community, talking or working with faculty members, at
parties or celebrations.
Photos may be submitted, in person or through campus
mail, to Sandra Jones or Win Thrall in the Office of Public
Relations, Brokaw Hall. Be sure to identify clearly all
persons in any photos submitted and to include your
name and campus address so the photos can be returned.
Deadline for submission of photos is May 19.

